Senior Web Developer (Canadian CTO)
The Company
Factory Bucket started out helping a handful of discrete small-medium size manufacturers
upgrade their websites, advertise online and most importantly adopt the latest
technology/software to run their operations. Over several years helping dozens of
manufacturers it was clear the clunky, out-dated software in manufacturing plants today leave
plenty to be desired. Factory Bucket was born from a need to serve manufacturers and provide
them with software tools that were configurable to their operation, low cost and super
user-friendly.
We’ve already saved manufacturers hundreds of thousands of hours in paperwork and manual
tasks and we’ve barely scratched the surface.
The Opportunity
As a Senior Web Developer at Factory Bucket, you will help us in our quest to simplify and
expedite manufacturing industry processes by applying your passion for technology and
business. This role will enable you to have both technical and business-minded approach to
architect, implement and evolve our frontend and backend systems as part of a team
comprising of like-minded peers.
As a senior web developer, you will have a great influence on our end product. You will get to
know the processes of how our customers see and use them so that you can create solutions to
help them. By virtue of your creative solutions, you will help us towards the direction of
achieving our vision.
The Position
Writing application code for our core product as well as related products including but not
limited to APIs and SDKs.
Designing and architecting new modules as well as maintaining existing ones.
Advocating best practices for development and testing
Working with the team across the globe
Be a mentor for junior developers and promote skill growth
The Ideal Candidate
Sound knowledge of object-oriented PHP skills
Strong understanding of architecting solutions with MVC framework (we use Laravel)
Experience with front end frameworks is a plus

Proven competencies in SQL and data storage (we use MySQL and Azure Storage)
Ability to conduct code reviews, quickly debug the application and a general understanding of
various coding standards and design patterns.
Proven ability to lead, motivate and mentor
The Process
Interested applicants please send resumes and cover letters to hello@factorybucket.com with
“Canadian CTO - Your Name” in the subject line.
Thanks to all whom apply.

Intermediate Web Developer
The Company
Factory Bucket started out helping a handful of discrete small-medium size manufacturers
upgrade their websites, advertise online and most importantly adopt the latest
technology/software to run their operations. Over several years helping dozens of
manufacturers it was clear the clunky, out-dated software in manufacturing plants today leave
plenty to be desired. Factory Bucket was born from a need to serve manufacturers and provide
them with software tools that were configurable to their operation, low cost and super
user-friendly.
We’ve already saved manufacturers hundreds of thousands of hours in paperwork and manual
tasks and we’ve barely scratched the surface.
The Opportunity
As an intermediate web developer, you will be a part of Factory Bucket’s global team. You will
primarily work on implementing new features as well as maintaining the new ones. You will
closely work with our senior web developers to ship features out.
The Position
Writing application code for our core product as well as related products including but not
limited to APIs and SDKs.
Advocating and following best practices for coding and debugging
Working with the team across the globe
The Ideal Candidate
Sound knowledge of object-oriented PHP skills
Strong understanding of MVC architecture (we use Laravel)
Proven competencies in SQL and data storage (we use MySQL and Azure Storage)
Ability to quickly debug the application and a general understanding of various coding
standards and design patterns.
Experience with version control tools (we use GIT)
The Process
Interested applicants please send resumes and cover letters to hello@factorybucket.com with
“Canadian CTO - Your Name” in the subject line.

Thanks to all whom apply.

